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ABSTRACT

Given a large tensor, how can we analyze it efficiently? Multi-
dimensional arrays or tensors have been widely used to model
real-world data. Tensor decomposition plays an important role in
analyzing trends and major factors in tensors. While several tensor
analysis tools have been developed, they show slow running time
and limited scalability due to their heavy computational require-
ments.

In this paper, we propose Gtensor, a fast and accurate tensor
mining library using GPUs. Gtensor is carefully designed to utilize
GPUs in addition to CPUs for fast analysis of tensors. Gtensor pro-
vides versatile tensor algebra tools including tensor decomposition,
tensor generation, tensor-tensor operation, and tensor manipula-
tion. We invite our audience to interact with Gtensor and analyze
real-world tensor data in the domains of movie recommendation,
place recommendations, and academic citation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Given a large multi-dimensional array or tensor, how can we effi-
ciently and accurately analyze it? Tensors have been extensively
used to model real-world data; for example, a movie rating dataset
is a 3-way tensor consisting of (movie, user, and time) tuples. Tensor
decomposition factorizes a tensor into several factors that can be
used for various applications including trend analysis [16], concept
discovery [8], recommendation [18], clustering [17], anomaly de-
tection [9], node embedding [1], etc. Although there exist several
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Figure 1: Overview of Gtensor. Gtensor provides four tensor

analysis modules: tensor decomposition, tensor generation, tensor-

tensor operation, and tensor manipulation. Gtensor also provides

a visualization module for concept discovery and trend analysis.

tensor analysis tools [2, 4, 12–15, 19], they show slow running time
since they utilize only CPUs.

We propose Gtensor, a tensor mining library that carefully
exploits GPUs in addition to CPUs for fast tensor analysis.Gtensor
provides an extensive set of operations for tensor analysis.

• Tensor decomposition: PARAFAC, nonnegative PARAFAC,
Tucker [5, 10, 11], nonnegative Tucker, and CMTF (Coupled
Matrix-Tensor Factorization) [3, 6].

• Tensor generation: generating 1) tensors filled with one
or random values, 2) tensors from given factor matrices and
a core tensor, and 3) sparse R-MAT and Kronecker tensors.

• Tensor-tensor operation: binary operations (AND, OR,
XOR), arithmetic operations (+, −, ×, ÷), andn-mode product
of two tensors.

• Tensor manipulation: various tensor manipulation func-
tions includingmatricization (unfolding a tensor into amode),
converting a tensor into a binary tensor, permuting the order
of modes of a tensor (transpose in a matrix), and scaling or
collapsing a mode of tensor (expanding or reducing a mode).

For our demonstration, we apply Gtensor to large real-world
tensors including Netflix, MovieLens, YELP, and DBLP (see Table 2).
We show how to employ Gtensor for tensor analysis, and invite
the audience to uncover latent concepts and trends from the real-
world tensor data. The code and datasets are available at https:
//datalab.snu.ac.kr/gtensor.

2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Gtensor consists of two main modules: fast tensor analysis and
visualization (see Figure 1). The fast tensor analysis module ma-
nipulates and decomposes a given tensor fast and accurately; the
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Table 1: Comparison of functionalities provided by Gtensor and other tensor analysis tools. Gtensor is the only library providing compre-

hensive operations with GPU parallelism. P: PARAFAC, PN: PARAFAC-NN, T: Tucker, TN: Tucker-NN, C: CMTF.

Functionality

Tensor Decomposition Tensor

Generation

Tensor-Tensor

Operation

Tensor

Manipulation

GPU

Parallelism
P PN T TN CMTF

Gtensor (proposed) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

SPLATT [15] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Tensor Toolbox [2] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

TensorLab [19] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

TenDeC++ [4] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

visualization module further helps discover hidden patterns. In the
following, we give an overview of Gtensor.

2.1 Fast Tensor Analysis

2.1.1 Methods. Gtensor provides efficient and accurate tensor
decomposition based on GPUs and CPUs. The major challenges on
large tensor decomposition on the setting are as follows.

• We need to avoid the intermediate data explosion [7] prob-
lem where the intermediate data during a decomposition
increase rapidly, resulting in slow performance.

• We need to carefully distribute the workload among GPUs
and CPUs.

• We need to consider only nonzeros to effectively decompose
tensors with missing elements.

Gtensor uses the following main ideas to address the challenges.

• Gtensor uses a row-wise update rule [10, 11] to reduce
the amount of intermediate data. The row-wise update rule
also enables efficient parallelization of computation since
updating a row is completely independent of updating other
rows.

• Gtensor carefully distributes workloads among GPUs and
CPUs. Gtensor uses nonzero-based GPU parallelization
such that intermediate data for each nonzero are computed
in parallel. Other sequential computations are done in CPU
for a better efficiency.

• Gtensor considers only nonzeros for factorization; this
helps improve accuracy by ignore missing entries instead of
treating them as 0s.

Thanks to its careful design, Gtensor outperforms existing ten-
sor analysis library in terms of running time and accuracy, as we
show in Section 2.1.2.

2.1.2 Performance. We compare Gtensor with other tensor anal-
ysis tools in terms of convergence time and error on real-world
tensors summarized in Table 2. Gtensor is implemented in C/C++
with OpenMP and OpenCL libraries to enable CPU and GPU par-
allelization. We use a machine with four NVIDIA RTX 2080 GPUs
and 2 Intel Xeon Silver 4114 2.2G CPUs. In all experiments, we use
full CPU and GPU resources for our methods and competitors. We
set a rank to 10, and the convergence condition to 100 iterations
with 1e − 5 tolerance. Due to the scalability issues, we use small
size of Netflix when comparing for CMTF, and exclude TenDeC++
library which does not scale to the datasets we used.

Figure 2 shows the performance of Gtensor and competitors
with regard to test RMSE and convergence time. Note that Gtensor
provides the lowest RMSE and the fastest running time. SPLATT
shows the second-best running time, but a low accuracy. Tensor
Toolbox and TensorLab give slow running times and large errors.

2.2 Visualization

The visualization module of Gtensor illustrates hidden concepts
and temporal trends in factor matrices to help users understand real-
world tensors. Factor matrices include hidden concepts related to
each dimensionality; we interpret real-world tensors by visualizing
patterns in factor matrices. We focus on top-k elements in factor
matrices to discover dominant components of patterns.

2.2.1 Concept Discovery. We regard each column of factor matri-
ces as a hidden concept. We find top-k elements that have strong
impacts on each hidden concept. We further improve the interpre-
tation of analysis using contextual information. For example, YELP
is a business rating dataset including contextual resources. We iden-
tify top-k influential businesses in hidden concepts, and visualize
them with related location and business category information (see
Figure 3).

2.2.2 Trend Analysis. We discover temporal trends in a time factor
matrix. The trend analysis module consists of two main parts: 1)
temporal concept drift analysis, and 2) influence analysis of con-
texts.

In the temporal concept drift analysis part, Gtensor shows how
the strengths of concepts change over time. This allows users to
identify trends of concepts at various time frames.

In the influence analysis part, we analyze how context informa-
tion is related to a specific time step. A context refers to additional
information of a non-time mode. For example, genre and category
are contexts in MovieLens and Yelp datasets, respectively. In the fol-
lowing, we use the MovieLens dataset for describing the influence
analysis. Given a selected date, we compute the importance of each
movie at the date by using the movie factor and the year-month fac-
tor. This leads to computing the influence score (importance score)
of each genre (context) since each movie has its related genre. We
present the distribution of genre for positive and negative scores,
respectively (see Figure 4).

3 DEMONSTRATION PLAN

We invite our audience to interact with Gtensor in our demon-
stration. We first describe the overall process of tensor analysis by
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Figure 2: Running time and test RMSE of Gtensor and competitors. O.O.T. (out of time) denotes a running time greater than 10000 seconds.

Note that Gtensor consistently gives the smallest error and the fastest running time.

Table 2: Summary of tensor data used for the experiments and the demonstration. M: million, K: thousand.

Dataset Type Mode Nonzeros Type Mode Nonzeros

Netflix1 Tensor
User Movie Time

100 M Coupled
Matrix

Movie Year-Month
18 K

480 K 18 K 74 18 K 94

Netflix-s1 Tensor
User Movie Time

8 M Coupled
Matrix

Movie Year-Month
7 K

333 K 7 K 73 7 K 94

MovieLens2 Tensor
User Movie Year-Month

10 M Coupled
Matrix

Movie Genre
2 M

72 K 11 K 157 11 K 20

YELP3 Tensor
User Business Year-Month

4 M Coupled
Matrix

Business Category
527 K

1 M 144 K 149 144 K 1 K

DBLP4 Tensor
Conference Author Year

1 M
418 K 3 K 50

1 https://www.kaggle.com/netflix-inc/netflix-prize-data/
2 http://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/
3 https://www.yelp.com/dataset/
4 http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/db/

Gtensor, and the overview of visualization module in Gtensor.
Then, our audience is welcome for interactively using Gtensor
to analyze tensors. Users have several options to choose (1) a real-
world tensor, (2) a tensor decomposition method, (3) a number of
concepts (a rank), and (4) a visualization mode (concept discovery
or trend analysis).

3.1 Concept discovery

The concept discovery mode provides rich information on each
concept. Given a selected concept by a user, the mode gives the
top-k important elements of the concept along with the visual-
ization of contextual information. For example, users are given
genre information for MovieLens tensor, and business categories
and related locations for Yelp tensor. Figure 3 shows screenshots
of a chosen hidden concept discovery on YELP dataset. For the
hidden concept, we match each business element with business
categories and cities. Based on these additional data, we discover
popular business categories and their location.

3.2 Trend Analysis

The trend analysis mode provides information on temporal concept
drift and context influence. A user first selects a time duration, and

the visualization module shows the strength of concepts over time
for the duration. After a user selects a date, the distribution of a
related context is shown. For example, the genre distribution is
shown for positive and negative influence scores, respectively, for
MovieLens dataset; a user can identify major and minor genres at a
specific date.

4 RELATEDWORK

We present related works on tensor analysis tools. Tensor tool-
box [2] and Tensorlab [19] are MATLAB libraries providing various
functionalities on tensor algebra. SPLATT [15] is a C software
package highly optimized for high-performance sparse tensor fac-
torization. TenDeC++ [4] is a memory-efficient C++ package for
tensor decomposition.

However, the aforementioned libraries are based only on CPU
computing, and not suitable for decomposing large tensors since
they have limited speed and accuracy. Gtensor gives fast and
accurate tensor analysis by exploiting GPUs in addition to CPUs.
Furthermore Gtensor provides an interactive visualization system
to discover crucial concepts and trends.

https://www.kaggle.com/netflix-inc/netflix-prize-data/
http://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/
https://www.yelp.com/dataset/
http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/db/
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Figure 3: Concept discovery by Gtensor on YELP dataset. The top

figure shows highly ranked business categories of a selected con-

cept. The bottom figure shows the location distribution of the busi-

nesses included in the top figure.Gtensor enables users to identify

categories and locations of important businesses.
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Figure 4: Trend analysis byGtensor onMovieLens dataset. Given a

selected date, Gtensor computes the influence score of each genre,

and presents the distribution of genre for positive and negative

scores, respectively.

5 CONCLUSION

We propose Gtensor, a fast and accurate tensor analysis system
for large tensors. Gtensor provides extensive tensor operations

including various tensor decompositions and manipulation. Gten-
sor carefully exploits GPU parallelism to accelerate the computa-
tional bottleneck, and shows the best running time and accuracy
compared to existing tensor tools. In our demonstration, we apply
Gtensor to real-world tensors and invite the audience to analyze
the tensors to reveal important concepts and trends. Future works
include extending the system for online tensor analysis.
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